
Innovations in communication like the Internet have 
revolutionized the world. A large network of 
infrastructure supports the telecommunications 
industry. Without this infrastructure no one would be 
able to send texts, emails, or check Facebook. 

The capabilities of the Enterprise GIS in tandem with data collection applications proved to be very 
useful. Field technicians using the data application (based on Workforce and Collector by Esri) have 
access to information related to job site locations that could reduce time out on the field. Once data are 
collected, management can access and visualize the spatial data for a variety of analyses. Figure 3 
provides an example of some of the data we geocoded. To view the map service on ArcGIS Online, visit 
www.gis-ai.com, or scan the QR code to the right.

The inset in Figure 3 provides an example of how a manager can use the service we developed to identify 
and disseminate to field technicians the boundaries of a study area that would be flown using a UAV. A 
UAV was used to collect a sample dataset that was classified using CloudCompare’s classification plugin 
based on multi-scale dimensionality classification (CANUPO) (Figure 4). We were able to extrude utility 
poles form the collected imagery. The results demonstrate how the server we developed can be used to 
improve the speed and effectiveness of field data collection, and its reporting back to the office. 
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This project demonstrates the effectiveness of an 
Enterprise GIS for Telecommunications in gathering 
information for field operations. In the future, we 
wish to refine the system by establishing the HTTPS 
protocol and further testing the application a real 
world field operation.

Figure 5A and B. Screenshots of Workforce (A) and Collector (B) applications 
by Esri. Figures displayed show the ability to have fielders notified of where to 
collect data using workforce and  the ability to collect the data using Collector.
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Figure 1.  Flow chart for a complete ArcGIS server

Discussion

An Amazon instance was created using Windows 
Server and then ArcGIS server was installed. A 
relational database was created to store field data 
which speaks to the server. A service was then 
published from ArcMap to the server we developed. 
This hosted service was then used in ArcGIS online to 
create a web map. The web map speaks to ArcGIS 
collector and Workforce. 

Our server is fully functional under the HTTP 
protocol. Currently, the server is not secure, but can 
be used with Collector. However, because of Internet 
protocols, we cannot fully integrate Workforce into 
the map service (Figures 5A and B). Future work 
needs to be done in order to fully integrate the 
Workforce application due to its HTTPS only (secure) 
protocol. 

Figure 4. LAS file acquired from DJI Mavic air and Pix4D 3D model processing and classified using CloudCompare.

Figure 3. Static map of all data collected. Data is a visual representation of the type of data collected.

Figure 2. In out flow char for our methodology.
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The purpose of this 
project was to 
develop a server in 
an enterprise GIS 
(Figure 1) to 
facilitate and 
optimize data 
transfer between 
field and office 
personnel. The use 
of this web based 
infrastructure 
allows better 
accountability of 
field operations, 
and improves data 
acquisition.
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